
MCFC - General Update 
 
January 4, 2023 
 
Harvesting:  
 
RV Pepper is logging on block 77 located at Lucille Mtn parking lot area.  Mixed block with CwFdSxHw 
sold to Carrier, Gilbert Smith, Canfor, Andy Gibbs, VIP and BKB. 
   
Warren McLennan is logging on block 63 located in the Catfish area.  This block is a mix of mainly pulp 
and cedar post and rail with a minor of SPF.  Wood sold to Carrier, Canfor, Cedar3 and Gilbert Smith. 
 
Schapansky is set to start logging on block 40 located in the Snowshoe area.  This block is spruce and 
balsam.  Wood sold to Carrier and Canfor. 
 
 
Roads:   
Block 40 - ORM has started to reactivate road, build new road and install crossings in the Snowshoe. 
 
Block 77 – Profor Management is building road into blocks 77 and 77A.   
 
Bob Leary to grade Bell Mountain FSR to parking lot for winter 2023/24. 
Snow removal for blocks has been included in the logging price. 
 
Bridges:  12m and 6m bridges delivered to Snowshoe and ready for install. 
 
 
Planning/Other: 
Waste assessment surveys have been submitted.  Waiting on approvals. 
Altitude is working on site plans and post harvest site plan amendments. 
Actively recc’ing areas for layout.   
Shaughnessy Clausen is laying out blocks in the snowshoe, Catfish and Clyde Creek areas. 
Switching block names from numbers to a combination of letters and numbers.  Example:  CC01.  Catfish 
Creek block 1. 
Ecora online mapping and database management is set up.  We need to add data to our database. 
 
 
Sort Yard: 
40-50 loads of cedar post and rail and Z grade remaining.  Working on sale. 
Scattered firewood to be cleaned up soon. 
 
Silviculture:   
Clausen contracting has completed all Surveys for the year.  Working on submission. 
200,000 spring trees are ordered for 2024 tree plant. 
200,000 spring trees for 2025 are in SPAR and with IFS. 


